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A Refresh on San Diego State’s  
Aztec Recreation Center
Located in “America’s finest city,” San Diego State University offers its premier Aztec Recreation 
Center (ARC) to students and faculty. A multi-level recreational building, the ARC features group 
fitness classes, intramural sports, cardio, turf zone, weight training, Olympic lifting, climbing, 
healthy dining, and more for all Aztecs alike. 

For nearly 20 years, Geary Floors has performed maintenance for the already existing main 
arena hardwood floor (24,000 square feet), volleyball courts, and more. Over time, the various 
flooring systems reached the end of their safe useful lifecycles and remedial repairs were no 
longer sufficient.

With their track record of installing athletic flooring systems for a variety of schools in California, 
Geary Floors turned to their partner, Action Floor Systems, to help determine the best solution 
for replacing the original floors.

A Winning Court Floor with Natural Rubber
Perfect for the main arena, the ChannelFlex Ultra NR flooring system is an anchored 
resilient floor system featuring factory-fabricated and machined subfloor panels with 
variable response pads. It provides a consistent playing surface with uniform shock 
absorption for athletes of all sizes. 

The 100% natural rubber pads are long lasting, exceptionally resilient, and strong providing a 
consistent long-lasting base for the maple athletic floor system. Anchoring helps isolate any floor 
vibration while alleviating dead spots and minimizing potential injuries. 

Floor installation in progress.

Action ChannelFlex Ultra NR Flooring System
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View other Case Studies and Project Profiles 
on our website to discover how our sports floor 
systems can be used for a variety of end uses. 

A Cushioned, Durable Surface for the Running Track
For the ARC’s new elevated running track, Action Floors recommended the Action Synchro 
flooring system with an 11mm overall system thickness that delivers exceptional athletic 
performance and uniformity as a running track as well as in gymnasiums and multi-function areas. 

The Synchro floor system offers a variety of benefits, including a durable, seamless, cushioned, 
surface that’s hygienic, simple to clean, and resurfaced when needed.

An Upgraded Flooring System for Dancers
To accommodate the athletic, high-intensity movement that comes with dance, the ProAction 
Thrust flooring system was the perfect fit. Engineered for performance, ProAction Thrust variable 
load response natural rubbers provide exceptional force reduction while maintaining uniformity 
from point to point across the floor. A performance, floating resilient flooring system engineered 
to the highest performance criteria that athletes require to excel.

Seeing Athletic Flooring Replacement Come to Life
After the installation, the new ARC opened its doors to students and faculty and invited fellow 
Aztecs to experience the center themselves! This profound improvement garnered attention from 
the university and created excitement for athletics, fitness, and more. 

Early collaboration on large-scale projects is paramount to achieving great results. “When it 
comes to specialty trades, it’s good that we can get in the design process early and flush out 
issues that may arise,” said Matt Allen, vice president at Geary Floors.

Looking for innovative alternatives for your next flooring or sports surface project? Chat with an 
expert at Action Floor Systems to learn more about creative flooring system solutions. 
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Action Synchro Flooring System

It’s good that we 
can get in the design 

process early and 
flush out issues that 

may arise. 
- Matt Allen,  

Vice President, Geary Floors

ProAction Thrust Flooring System
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